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Teams eploy v 

buoy off Majuro 


If the ocean swell is too high, the 
safety of fishermen transiting out of 
the lagoon to open waters is threat
ened, homes and businesses may be 
flooded with seawater, roadways may 
become impassable, and even the run
way at Amata Kabua International 
may be rendered useless for large 
commercial aircraft. This is the real
ity of living on Majuro and this is why 
providing near real-time ocean infor
mation to this part of the Pacific is a 
priority of the Pacific Islands Ocean The newly-placed wav~ buoy 
Obscn' ing System (PacIOOS). off the eastern shore of Majuro. 

Last week. PaclOOS collaborated Left, diver Karl FeUenious 
with partners to deploy a new Da checks the buoy's anchor line. 
tawell Directional Waverider buoy According to Genevieve Miller, 
named "Kalo" about one mile off the the Meteorologist-in-Charge of the 
eastern shore of Maj uro. The buoy National Weather Se~ice Forecast 
measures wave h ignt, wave direc Office in Guam, "Wave forecasting 
tion, wave period. and sea surface for the Marshall Islands is one of 
temperature every 30 minutes. The our most challenging tasks." 
PaclOOS wave buoy streams data to 
provide critical information for the 
National Weather Service to produce 
accurate high surf forecasts and advi
sories and surf zone forecasts. buoys in Hawai'i, Guam, the North

·Wave forecasting for the Marshall ern Mariana Islands, and the Marshall 

Islands is one of our most challeng Islands . 

ing tasks," said Genevieve Miller, Data stream from the buoys can 

the Meteorologist-in-Charge of the be viewed a http://pacioos .orglvoy

National Weather Service Forecast ager. Data streaming is made possible 

Office in Guam (WFO Guam). "The through long-term partnerships be

P'aclOOS wave buoy has been an in tween PaclOOS, the US Army Corps 

valuable tool in supporting our goals lar event may have 00 the residents of Engineers, and COIF. 

to better understand and predict dam of Majuro. The PaclOOS wave buoy The deployment of the Majuro 

aging waves affecting Majuro.· provides the critical swell spectra for buoy was carried out by Kimball 

"PacIOOS has been a tremendous ocean users, weather forecasters, and Millikan of PacIOOS in Hawaii and 

ally for us ocean wave forecasters researchers developing inundation RMl's PacIOOS liaison Karl Felle

west of the International Date Une," forecasts for the atoll. PacIOOS hopes nius who is with University of Ha

said Warning Coordination Meteo to use the data from the wave buoy waii Sea Grant, with the assistance of 

rologist at WFO Guam, Chip Guard. to eventually develop a wave run-up Greg Zegas from the US Embassy in 

"The Majuro wave buoy has revealed • forecast for the region, and this buoy Majuro. 

many of the unique characteristics of wi\l be a vital validation and accuracy It could not have been done without 

the potentially destructive waves that · tool for this effon. the use of PII's "007" work boat and 

threaten the atoll from the east, south PacIOOS requests boaters to steer crew, coordinated by Kenneth Kram

and west. It will reveal more secrets, clear of the buoy by SO feet and not to er, Valentino, and Frankie. 

and we will eventually solve the wave tie off onto the buoy to avoid damag The PacIOOS program in the RMI 

forecasting challenge at Majuro." ing the intricate mechanisms located also includes a water sensor at Uliga 

The direction of incoming swell is inside the buoy. Dock which measures temperature, 

believed to be a critical feature af The buoy is part of PacIOOS' net pressure, salinity, turbidity, and chlo

rticu- work of lWeI e ncar-real-time wave ro hyll every four minutes." 

http://pacioos

